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Vilimas named Assistantfor External Affairs
to handle university?wide project development

by Len Lazarick
"The new university is summoned to play a role in social change. It must assist society to employ its vast technological complex for the benefit
of man. It must search for means to humanize organization and bureacracy without disrupting efficiency. It must find ways to understand the
world-wide network of economic and political conglomerates in order to discover ways whereby these will no longer ignore or injure people they
Rev. W. Seavey Joyce, S.J.
affect."
The "ways" and "means" to operation of the John F. Kennedy organizations to serve him. Our
Vilimas and his small but community organizationgives him
achieve the goal of social Family Service Center in object at the JFK Center was to expanding staff are going to do a rich background in the kinds of
-Boston's first treat a man whole, and keep him something about it. "We are here problems he's trying to deal with.
involvement outlined by Fr. Joyce Charlestown,
experimental multi-service center. whole."
to develop applied and basic But in the past, as a political and
in his April address to the
But the problem with research programs in human and social organizer, he was looking
President for External Affairs. He is very much concerned with
helping individuals and fractionalisation is even more environmental problems. We hope toward the universities for their
That rather pretentious-,
communities solve their problems acute on a larger scale. "At to work with the faculty and vast resources of man-power and
bureaucratic- sounding post is in a "comprehensive" way, an present we don't tackle
urban students in developing projects know-how.
held by a rather unpretentious
idea which comes up again and problems from a comprehensive that will allow the university to
"Now I'm on the other side of
man named Joseph Vilimas. And
again in talking with Mr. Vilimas. point of view. We now must learn interpose itself in the processes of the street. I have to try to figure
he is hardly a typical bureaucrat,
to deal with institutions and
solving these human problems."
how the university can plunge
if the word applies at all.
"We have created a whole mass systems in the same way we have They are especially interested in out
into
the solution of community
A former publishing executive of urban oligarchies which are tried to deal with the
individual. "new ways of project problems more frequently and
protege
incapable
a
of
Saul
in
of
Alinsky
working
together.
and
We all talk about it, but nobody development, development that is more effectively." He eenvisions
his Chicago days, Mr. Vilimas was The individual with a problem is does it."
more comprehensive in its his task as "initiating a more
responsible for the creation and faced with a bewildering array of
Here at Boston College, Mr.
structure and service."
creative use of the fantastic
Mr Vilimas's job is talents at Boston Collegeinto new
administrative, but he's not a alignments of opportunity."

800 BC students now employed
in summer work-study program

by Bob Faubert
This summer some 793 students and $40,000 a week are involved in Boston College's Work-Study
program. Under the direction of Joseph M. McCarthy of the Financial Aids Office, the program this year has
the potential of reaching a payroll of almost $1 million, making it the second largest work-study program in
Massachusetts, topped only by Northeastern'smammoth co-operative system.
The work-study program student in a job, makes the and somehow involved with the
involves the university with the contacts with the outside public welfare. The first category
community at large around agencies, and keeps up relations is rather strict, but the second can
Boston. There are BC students with the Federal government, be broadly interpreted.
working for such programs as the without whom this program
At the beginning of 1969, 203
Boston Urban Corps, the
Recreation Department, and at
private camps.
Some BC students are in
Boston testing teen's employment
capabilities and counselling high
school students about summer
jobs. This helps them both find a
source of income, and payment of
tuition for their own schools.
Three BC students found jobs
at the Logan Airport Customs
office as receptionists, guiding
people through customs in thennative language. (Two of the
students are bi-lingual. One is
tri-lingual.)
Many of the students on
campus this summer are part of
the work-study program. They are
on maintainance jobs, as well as in
places like the library, at
computers as secretaries, and in
theHeights office.
But the program is not just
limited to the Boston area. BC
work-study has grown to be a
national program involving a total
of more than 15 states, evenas far
west as New Mexico.
In the fall, many of the
students will retire from the
program to return to their studies,
but the program will continue
with local Boston jobs and
on-campus employment.
Mr. Joseph M. McCarthy has
primary responsibility for the
work-study program. He places a

would not have been possible,
however, he has limited fiscal
control.
Mr. McCarthy will be retiring
from the work-study program on
August 15. To his knowledge, no
one has yet been selected to
succeed him. With all the flexible
statistics which this job involves,
he says that someone starting cold
on this job will have a rough go of
it.
Although the program will
more likely survive the changeover
than not, the progress of the
program could be set back by a
coordinator who doesn't know all
the ropes of the program.

such agencies were involved, and
since then, 42 agencies have been
added to the list. The list is always
subject to revision on at least a
small scale. (An agency will be
counted even if only one student
works for it, and can thus be
nullified when the student quits
until another joins.)

One of the most -successful
boosts to the BC work-study
program is an annual report,
conceived by Mr. McCarthy and
first published this year. It is
available in large quantities at the
Financial Aids Office. Since the
publication of this booklet, the
office has been contacted by
colleges all over the nation for
information for running a
successful work-study program.
I
Art sketches and paintings by
Of the $40,000 a week used by fc Henri Pc Metier, 69, valued from
the program, $32,000 comes from I S2 to $250 on exhibit and for
the federal government, and I sale in Murray
$8,000 from the agencies that hire I Room, McElroy Commons,
the students.
X His first major exhibit,|,|fpfci
To qualify as an agency
pieces are signed and dated, ojyKk
through this Federal program, an
institution must be non-profit, jgoing back to 1965,3M8-J«?

IjpP^

project director. Linking together
people, institutions, and
communities which have problems
with students, professors, and a
university which hopefully has
some solutions is his major
function. He will oversee the
administration of the projects,
and make sure the complex
inter-disciplinary programs are
being carried on with a minimum
of difficulty, financial or
otherwise. "Mr. Vilimas will seek
to form an alliance between
industry, government, and Boston
College in securing funds to
support basic research, and in
discovering the means to apply
the research results," is the way
Fr. Joyce described Mr. Vilimas'
job. Although he doesn't

down-grade research, Vilimas is

really more interested in concrete

applications and "playing around
with the applied human arts."
His past experience in

Pelletier was 17 yearsold. The
variety of works includes

woogcuts,

oils, ball-point pens,
charcoals,

wateft colors,

and

diners.

;

f

HeAri Pelletier, A&S 69fwill
Lbegin work for his JM.F.A.j
in Fine Arts) I at thej

Rasters
feiiversity of Massachusetts next|

Mr. Vilimas is just getting
settled in his new position, but he
already has a few programs in the
preliminary stages of
development: a comparative study
of child-development in different
American cultures, organized
health care units, and even a
university-owned river (a small
one, that is) to investigate the
causes of and solutions to water
pollution. All these programs are
inter-disciplinary and could
probably never be attempted
without a university wide office
to keep them moving.
Mr. Vilimas is "very exicted"
about working at BC, and has
great hopes that the whole
university, and especially the
students, will become involved in
creating new possibilities for
human living. But he cautions the
fly-by-night social activist:
"Engagement requires long-term
dedication." Mr. Vilimashas both.

year. He will also be a substitute
teacher of art for the Springfield
public school system.
Duplicates or variations of
pieces sold at the exhibit are also
available through contact with
Henri Pelletier at 141
Englewood Aye., Apt. 2,
Brighton, telephone, 731-3292.
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Editorial:

Last issue here,

right here in summer session city

Last issue here. And the summer session's almost
over. One week from today the last final will be
given. That's good to hear. But beyond that what
could the evaluation by the advisory committee to
the Dean of the Summer Session show?
Well, Dean Mary Kinnane reported that the
emphasis this year in the summer session was on
social science courses and evening timings to attract
undergraduates.

curiosity which leads to their involvement in a
summer campus.
Beyond, keeping and expanding the role of
undergraduates for say next year, the summer
session could compliment itself on such additions as
Upward Bound and institutes. However, the topic
areas touched on seem too narrow. The course,
Main Currents in Modern Film, points to a sea of
contemporary issues an institute would be necessary
to cover. The course on film brings to mind
media?media in any fashion?new uses for its new
products in education, McCluhanism, cinema and
what it means in a variety of contexts (political, art,
social). Then there are social problems?Black
people and an institute that could contribute to new
Black Studies programs all over the country, or a
program on Black Studies themselves and how to
make them work. Or what about teaching methods
for the culturally different.
Sr. Josephina's Institute on Montessori
Methodology is a step in theright direction.
The aspect of the summer that an evaluation
might decide not to have duplicated is symbolized
by the Old Mole incident reported in this week's
issue.

An increased attempt to attract more
undergraduates would seem to be an idea worthy of
implementation next year. The resulting mix would
help the atmosphere, especially if undergraduates
were encouraged to stay in the dorms. Undergrads
seem to have a tendency to contribute to the out of
class environment.
What more, courses geared to them could mean a
shift in the classroom from some courses apparently
aimed at secondary school teachers as refresher
sessions, to a possible free-wheeled approach that
would keep undergrads interested.
Undergrads in the dorms?you may get a campus
that reflects the fact that underclassmen are still
concerned with primarily values and can offer theh

LETTERS

To the Editor:
I am pleased at your
continuing kindness in receiving
my letters. I take heart from the
fact that you did not offer a trite
answer such as the suggestion to
"listen" offered in answer to the
letters of others. Your silence
indicates that you are reviewing
your own competence to speak in
matters theological. I applaud this
and encourage you with Mother
Church's own words, "Ecco(look
about you)." On every hand you
will find evidence of fearful
decline in our religion. Right here
on our own campus the Christian
citadel is over-run by the vanguard
of Satan.
I have witnessed this condition
as the cancer spread, waged on by
those who would be called liberal
Catholics. Over the months past,
one noble cleric after another has
put off the sanctifying linen
shackle for the livery of the
world. Now, many of them can
hardly be distinguished from
ordinary men. They have
abandoned the true tongue of
Mother Church and now spew out
the mass in whatever tongue
unclean men's whims give them
over to. Even the sacred task of
placing the Eucharist in a
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communicant's mouth has been
passed off and the body of our
Lord is given over to the foul
hands of his creatures.
Upon being given the host,
men no longer wait for it to
dissolve like patient servants but
gulp it down or, worst of all, chew
it, the quicker to join in singing
the best of Bob Dylan. Our
liturgical music is in such a sad
state that a separate letter will
soon be devoted to its deplorable
decline.
Everywhere there is an air of
cynicism, down to the final blow
to God's noble providence, the
"practical petition." Surely there
is no greater insult than after a
ceremony which, even in its
current approximation of the
sacred banquet, asks God's aid in
our tribulations than to turn
about and ask the aid of our
fellow sinners. This removes any
chance for God to send us aid
according to what he thinks we
need and not what we feel is
necessary.
This is truly a shameful state of
affairs but I predict worse to
come. On the surface, our
philosophy-theology department
has already given in to such
corruptions as the study of Zen
and other ideas which oppose our
God. There has been an
implication that God is not
infinite by a course purporting to
study the history of religion. How
can the worship of God extending
past infinity have a history?
There are even more serious
things afoot on the clandestine
level. Why, for instance, have the
students been wooed away from
worshipping God in his sacred
daylight and lured to "masses" at
midnight, the very witching hour?
Why is our campus so filled with
strange corners and secret spots?
The small building behind
McElroy from which a strange
noise usually eminates and is
always locked is an example others

are that peculiar spire atop Lyons,
the tower on Devlin, Gasson and
Ford Towers and that strange
building made of stone at the far
end of the football practice field.
A similar building can be seen
across Beacon Street and one
more in a wooded area beyond
that. Our campus has a number of
unexplained tunnels, gratings over
who knows what and manhole
covers, what are they for? A
secluded flight of stairs runs from
the parking lot to Devlin and odd
cisterns may be observed there
also. What is grown in the secret
greenhouse near Higgins? Why is
there a vault in O'Connell's
basement? What is really kept in
the cage in Bapst?
My answer may shock you but
the evidence all leans to a growing
cult of deamons, using these
strange buildings and passages to
move unobserved. The next step is
to move the nocturnal mass
outside or into Bapst (a
deconsecrated Church) and finally
the wild dances of Satan will be
introduced, under the mantle of
total involvement in worship.
Will the studentsrealize what is
being done to them or will they
be led down the primrose path
from Sabbath to Sabbat? I can
only implore that you be on your
guard. "Ecco (look about you)".

To the Editor:

My sweaty hands

My sweaty hands grasped hold the graveyardfence,
And shook, and shook! But iron posts would not
Let go. The time is ripe to grab the handle
Of this wild Earth, and swing it round your head
Like ball and chain, and thrust it into orbit
By imagination.
In the fertile soil of space
The rockets of Earth
Are bringing to birth
The life that was thought to dwell
On the moon's cold shell.
But the mind of man has broken this shell,
And it shatters in the sky
In a pattern
That humbles the money-grabbing
Belly-filling Earth man.
Let fly your eaglesto the moon.
Fear not the failure of aborted blastings
On the spirit's launching pad.
The Earth's no place for man to he and rest.
The graveyard's gates are firm and will not yield
The right-of-way to the shakers of iron posts.
Make of your posts missiles that fire themselvesfree
To carry the spirit by force of the mind and the heart
To the moon.

Martin McDonough, Grad. A&S

Sincerely,

Ron T. Coeli

Dear Sir:
The Regis College Volunteer
Lay Apostolate is registering an
urgent appeal to Boston College
for any teachers, beginning or
retiring or in mid-stream who are
able to assist them in filling two
teaching posts in an elementary
school in Santa Rosa, New
Mexico.
Many fringe benefits; a year's
sojourn in the Land of
Enchantment at no cost; time to
reflect on what gives with your
life; the good feeling of doing
good on earth; and whatever
reward the good Lord has in
mind
Thank you,
Sister M. John
Regis College
Weston, Mass.
Tel.: 893-1820
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Teachers
And
The
Inner
City

"There has been a lack of good
education in Roxbury for a long
time. People have been talking
about this problem for a long
time, too. People like members of
the Boston School Committee.
But up to this time they have
done nothing."
Prof. Carol
Feldman, B.C. Psychology
Department.
Up to this time.

The Boston School Committee
is still doing nothing. But the
Urban League of Boston, with the
University of Massachusetts, is

experimenting this summer with a
teachinginternship program in the
heart of Boston's inner city.
Two Boston College
psychology professors, Nat Mayes
and Carol Feldman, are the
consulting psychologists of this
program.
A little Roxbury street, called
Roxbury Street, lined with shops,
some abandoned and shattered,
others somehow miraculously still
in business, joins Washington
Street at Dudley Station with
Tremont Street. Off Roxbury

Street, behind a field of blue
budding weeds, stands bricken St.
Francis deSalles School, and a

"No, really. That's my chicken.
"stupid". Not "stupid" as they
are treated by the white Boston His name is Harold! He's real
School Committee. Not light. He won'tbite! You see, he's
got my label around his leg
everybody around realizes that.
The interns come from the there."
"You're right it does! What a
University of Massachusetts.
Working for an A.B. degree, they neat little chicken! Real friendly
will also qualify as teachers by too!" It was a real neat chicken. I
their internship programs with U.
Mass. In the future they will see don't know if Russell ever saw a
other schools, other teaching chick before in his life, but he
situations. But this summer they porbably knows more about them
will see a situation many teachers now than I do, or soon will.
"ghetto"

He learned it all in the space of

school.
What is experimental about
this program is the flexibility of

an hour by handling real chirping
yellow fuzzy 5 day old chicks.

miss

altogether?the

the structure. The whole set up is
informal, personal, positive, and
constructive to the students, to
the interns, and to the staff. The
students, in level 1 through 8,
don't even know the difference
between the interns and the staff.
The studentsknow everyone, even
those in "authority" by theirfirst
names. In fact, anyone on the
program is on a first name basis
with everyone else.

The dress is casual and the

atmosphere is as friendly as a
love-in.
Just think if we had such days
$100,000 internship program.
in school. Instead of saying
Like any other teaching "Teacher," or "Sister," imagine
internship program, this Urban saying "Alice, may I sharpen my
League program is designed to pencil?" And she would not reply,
give a prospective teacher "If you are quiet about it," but,
classroom experience. But what "You don't have to ask
a
makes it so unlike other pencil isn't any good for you if
internship programs is that all the it's dull."
interns and all the students are
After school, some children
black. These are interns who are hang around the rooms, walking
not interested in finding a cozy around, and talking to Heights
suburban school in which to reporters.
teach, but are zealous as teachers,
"Hey! Did you see the
to develop their own native chickens?"
communities in the future. Dr.
"What chickens?"
Nat Mayes explains that "the
"Over here. Come see!"
interns' major concern is to be a
(Russell Wellman reaches into a
teacher. But they also are very cage of 24 five-day old chicks,
concious about their goalto teach puts one in my hand.)
black children." They know {hat
"That's my chicken!"
the black children are not really
"You're kidding me!"

...

Learning through experience.
Leading children in genuine
learning is what the teaching

interns are after.

Such is the program with
which Nat Mayes and Carol

Feldman are involved. For Dr.
Feldman, the precise role she is
playing there, what it means to be
a consulting psychologist in an

experimental internship program,
is not strictly defined.
"I want myself to learn," she
explains. "I do not want to be
constrained by my role as a
psychologist."
"I believe that this is a good
attempt to find good teaching
methods for the black
community."
Regarding her personal status
with the program, she said, "I feel
that one of my major
responsibilities is to point out to
the people, i.e., to the teachers,
what is going wrong, like when
they fall into the sterotype role of

a

teacher

..

.

with

the

for

myself. I feel a need to

represent the needs of the interns,

who are black, to the staff
members, who are white, about
the psychology of Black people. I
want to teach the staff members
about handling black children.
The interns already understand

not

necessarily in a negative

connotation, as a black person,

being the only black member of

the staff."
"I want to identify these
interpersonal processes, between
the interns and the children,
between the teachers and the
children, and between the interns
this."
He does not feel that the and the staff. I want to do things
black-white imbalance in this like point our organizational
program is at present disastrous. problems, problems with
"I want to facilitate a liaison interpersonalrelations, etc."
between those groups. I do not
"All the interns are very
want to be that liaison, but to conscious about their goal to
help develop one, a non-physical teach black children. Many of
their questions come from this
one, between those groups.
The black-white situation is concern."
not tense, especially in the eyes of
"I like this kind of work. My
the staff members. Professor special skills are in group
Feldman never herself even dynamics, especially in situations
mentioned that characteristic of relative to the black community,
the program. Most of the staff which this program very much is."
members are religious, nuns and
In her early psychology career,
priests, which helps givethe black Carol Feldman was interested in
interns the understanding that working with individuals. "Now I
they are not being paternalized.
am getting more interested in
"The white staff is learing groups. I am becoming more
about black children. The interns sensitive to group functioning."
already know about black
She is still forming ideas about
children, as they themselves are what she wants to do in the wide
black. I hope that the staff open field of psychology. She will
membership will evolve into a be back on the B.C. campus in the
better balance, with more blacks fall.
and laymen. The program is
Nat Mayes will also be back at
designed to do so. The present
Heights. After the
the
staff is conscious of this
imbalance and plans on phasing in consultation work this summer,
black staff members. For he will continue his work with
example, the present director, Mr. group dynamics relative to the
John Lennin, will finish as black community.
Meanwhile, Dr. Mayes and Dr.
director in September and a black
will be a crucial part of
Feldman
will
place."
director
take his
"The interns' major concern is an experimental program which
to be a teacher. In this program may prove to be the key to the
they have to work out relations answer to the perplexing question
with the white staff and the of inner city education.

regimentation, etc."
Nat Mayes, the only black
member of the staff, already sees
his position developing in a religious with whom they are not
certain direction. "I belong to the accustomed to working, in a white
program as a black psychologist.
controlled program (U. Mass). "I
And I emphasize the word want to study and to help the
'black.'"
interpersonal relationship
I am concerned that the
processes and the black people in
the program. I'm a figure head,
program is white staffed except

by Robert Faubert

Photo by George Jordan

BEST BETS

They come out of the walls, do
they, those projectionists who
show up in Psych class just in time
to save the day from boredom?
They just pop down from the blue
with an extension cord in one
hand, a taperecorder in the other,
and an auxiliary plug in their left
ear? Not true. These tradesmen of
the art and science of
Audio-Visual Paraphernalia have
not only a very real home but a
kindly master as well. Their
electronic habitat is located in the
bowels of Campion Hall where
arch-guru John L. Foley pushes
buttons , switches, plugs, as well
as people to their task.
We visited this quiet haunt one
day and found that various people
on campus had borrowed
seventeen taperecorders, nine film
projectors, fourteen thousand feet
of audio-tape, five filmprojectors,
record-players, as well as a
sufficient amount of television
equipment to run a show, which
indeed they were doing. (All in
one day.) At the time we arrived a
charming pair of nurses were

Madmen are to be seen
everywhere in this world. God
save us from the day when
bearded Teresias does not stop us
in the Common, offer us a piece
of bench and a nip of spirits, and
speak of the legs of a friend that
got torn off in the Korean War.
The madman infects our ordinary
footsteps, he crumples our
careful blueprints, making our
squares to circles and our circles
to spirals. He haunts us with the
spectre of what, for good or ill,
we might ourselves have been. He
will be electrocuted by the law.
He will leave his words under
"Poetry" in our books. He may
do both. Programs will arise to
cleanse our mind and sight of his
presence. Yet he will find his way
into the program. He will never let
an exclamation point stay straight
but for the time it takes to bend it
to a question mark.
The lunatics who walk our
streets today are not known. They
must die and be forgotten before
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watching a video-tape of a natural
childbirth which one of them had
shot with a portable TV camera.
Her companion viewer was the
mother. A video-tape was being
made next door ?a panel

discussion

on

sex

education,

complete with David Suskind
certified smoke. In another studio
the nun-director-producer of a
film on the poetry of Wallace
Stevens was sitting patiently
through the dubbing process. A
student provided the voice overlay
while a technician synchronized
film and tape.
Not all at Audio?Visual occurs
under the whir of cameras and the
glare of lights. Across the hall the
graphics department was
producing two hundred overhead
projection transparencies as well
as over two thousand slides, items
completely processed from start
to finish, at A-V.
In line for the future of the
Audio-Visual Department are the
expansion- of video-tape
equipment to a more complete
hook-up and student utilizationof
the medium, the production of
we remember that they lived.
William Blake, who was such a
nut, lived long enough ago to be
in our field of safe vision.
Note is often made in these
anthologies that William Blake did
drawings and engravings to
accompany his poems. An
illustration of the "Tyger" who
burns bright is perhaps offered,
and that is all that is made of that.
Little known is the fact that
Blake's engravings were
considered by himself as just as
important as his writing, (a
technique for engraving that he
discovered was not rediscovered
until about 15 year ago). His art, a
totally private product of a mind
missed by the mainstream, is
today discussed as a major seminal
source of the contemporary
artist's perception of the world.
His prints, books, and
watercolors are presently to be
seen in all the fearful symmetry of
their other worldliness at the
Museum of Fine Arts, and a Blake

A COMPENDIUM OF PLACES AND EVENTS CHOSEN
TO WIDEN THE INTERESTS AND EXPERIENCE OF

BOTH THE VISITOR AND THE BRAHMIN

several marketable video tapes:
The Delivery Process, Natural
Childbirth, and The Greater New
England Business Conference. The
latter convocation was held for a
week in McGuinn earlier in the
year. Its entirety was televised and
must be cut and edited from five
continuous days (30 hours) to a
two-hour affair, suitable for
distribution. A Curriculum
Library is also planned.
The summer co-ordinatorof all
these operations is the manager of
the house for the weekly
McGuinn movie, Jack Foley. Jack
will buy you a coffee, order you a
film if it exists, or deploy a crew
to your launch site. And if you
have time he'll proudly beat you
at cribbage after hours.
Once the summer session goes
home for its August vacation the
A-V crew will go underground and
begin filling orders for the
September siege of professional
Director of A-V
ideas. The
services, Dr. Fred Pula, will
shortly return and things in
Campion will be back in full sting.

Audio-Visual/ChampionBasement
scholar tells us that the trip
shouldn't be missed.
Museum of Fine Arts/ 479
Huntington Aye., Boston. Open
Tuesday - Saturday, 10 am to 5
pm; Sunday 1:30 to 5:30 pm.
Closed Monday.

The Big Bright Green Pleasure
Machine is still a vast wasteland.
For your summer viewing there
remain those reruns of
canned-laughter situation
comedies, traditional
two-dimensional westerns, and
tame movies starring Annette
Funichello and Frankie Avalon.
There are some new shows
added as summer replacements.
One such is "Hee Haw". A
country and western variety hour,
it was inserted into the Sunday
Smothers Brothers slot. It was
roundly
denounced by the
nation's critics as "corny" and as
an insult to viewer intelligence.
But the show has captured huge
ratings and ratings is the name of
the game.
Another summer experiment is
the Dick Cavett Show, a
thrice-weekly talk hour in prime
time. In direct contrast to "Hee
Haw", the Cavett show has been
warmly received by the critics but
rarely turned on by the public.
Comparing these two facts one
gains an insight into the type of
American who watches television
regularly.
This is a shame because Dick

Cavett's three hours, along with
the repeats of"The Avengers"
with Mrs. Peel and"The Galloping
Gourmet", are about all the
everyday programming of merit
on the tube this summer.
Cavett, a Vale graduate who is
witty and knowledgeable, hosts a
talk show with guests who have
something to say. Cavett lets them
say it. In contrast to the Carson
and Bishop late-night shows,
hardly a show goes by without the
audience learning something new
and meeting today's important
people. A New York Times'
political journalist, a rebellious
priest, a radical student leader?all
have their opportunities to
enlighten the audience. The big
name stars, the Racquel Welshes
and David Fryes, one rarely tires
of have appeared. The best of
today's music is highlighted: Jimi
Hendrix, Tim Hardin, Iron
Butterfly.
For entertainment which is
refreshing and stimulating, fresh
and modern, turn your set on.
Don't be embarrassed. The Dick
Cavett Show/
Mondays,
Tuesdays, Fridays/ 10:00
PM-Channel 7
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Act II Scene I

Benevolio
Mercutio

Come, he hath hid himself among these trees,

To be consorted with the humorous night:
Blind is his love and best befits the dark.
If love be blind it can not hit the mark.
Now he will sit under a medlar tree,
And wish his mistress were that kind offruit
As maid medlars, they laugh alone.

Act II Scene 111
Romeo
And what love can do that dares love attempt
Act II Scene 111
Romeo
I'll tell thee, ere thou ask it me again
I have been feasting with mine enemy,
Where on a sudden one hath wounded me,
That's by me wounded: both our remedies

Within they help and holy physic lies:

I bear no hatred, blessed man, for, lo
My intercession likewise steads my foe.
Friar Laurence Wisely and slow, they stumble, that run fast
Act II Scene IV
Mercutio
Why, is not this better now than groaning for love?
now art thou sociable, now art thou Romeo;
now art thou what thou art, by art as well as nature:
for this drivelling love is like a great natural,
that runs lolling up and downAct 111 Scene VI
Then hie you hence to Friar Laurence' cell;
Nurse
There stays a husband to make you a wife:
Act 111 Scene V
Nurse
Then, since the case so stands as now it doth,
I think it best you married with the county.
ActlVScene V
Friar Laurence O, in this love, you love your child so ill
That you run mad seeing that she is well

.

She's not well married that lives married long

But she's best married that dies married young.
Act V Scene I
Romeo

I dreamt my lady came and found me dead

..
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Terra, terra, everywhere; but nigh a spot
When I first set foot to this
campus I had already undergone
all those self-imposed preparations
that led up to the first day, the
Glorious Arrival, the "So this is
College, at last". All the decisions
and reactions and judgements
were made well before my
familys' well-laden Chevrolet ever
rounded that old hill known as
Chestnut. College was going to be
great, it had better be; I was going
to spend four years there. Initial
visions of dormitories and halls of
edification were not so much
eyefulls of esthetic judgement and

by Jack Connolly
were freedom not pathaways of exploration.
from the family, and the first The chambers withing suggest, not
opportunity in life to make it pleasant places for humans to play
alone. They were the beginning of and learn, rather one of those
that yellow brick road, and no mechanical garages that ingest
matter what Eero Sasrinen had to your automobile, lift it here, slide
say about their architectural it there, and file it away in some
value, they looked good. Damn far removed concrete cubicle until
you return from the theatre with
good.
the redemption ticket and have
inhabiting
After two years of
every crevace and cornice of the the operator pluck it forth from
place (can I call it but by its darkness to reality.
This is not a lead-in to one of
name) I hesitate to embrace is so
warmly. Its doors are not so those well-worn critiques of the
inviting. The lay of its land is social life of Boston College, or
inscribed in ruts of expedience, the pohtics of Boston College, or
artistic sagesse, they

to

sit

the warped nature of its this, or seen (sat on?) by anyone. They
the misguided direction of its are lonely. Ture, they have each
that, I simply wish to lodge a other, but with a student-bench
complaint over the architecture of ration of eighteen hundred to one
Boston College. I am inclined to they are sadly overworked. If
agree with one somewhat there were more of their kind,
prominent administrator here (I spread about the campus they
shall not mention his name) who might go a long way toward
so tragically but truely confided making public life here more
to me "This is one of the most liveable. Why, after all, on a spring
blighted pieces of property in the day does the dustbowl resemble
Northern Hemisphere. It is also the rear end of the Oklahoma
one of the most potentially Land Rush? Why does Lyons Hall
beautiful (he said this longingly: reminisce of the corner drug
beeee-yewtiful) bits of real estate store? Why does Bapst Lawn
on the continent." It must have suggest Resurrection City when
taken a great imagination indeed people are only trying to enjoy
to so systematically violate the one another or just studying? Not
contours, the every slope, of the because they actually are a bunch
land Boston College is built upon. of squatters, but simply becuase
In dreams great personages do not they like to be out of the
come to mind, rather a volcanic oppressive and purposeful
eruption, not of lava, but of buildings and have no other place
buildings: BLURP: Mc Elroy. to go.
GRRROAN: Campion.
I imagine a number of nested
KERBOOM: Higgins. Or some god patios with lights like the ones in
of edifices who one day tripped front of McGuinn and ample
and drooped all his pieces: right space to sit one's body without
here in our lap.
greening its underside. Perhaps biTo wit: Why does the or tri- level arrangements on the
embracing end of Carney face Higgins Hill, or on the slope just
toward Beacon Street: Why is it above McGuinn. Take the
impossible to get a decent view of roadway out of the quadrangle,
Higgins Hall and thereby grasp the (as well as that Aztec thing) and
sense of flight its lines suggest: convert the central area to a kind
Why does the auditorium of of square which could easily be
McGuinn (perhaps you know it as utilized as an outdoor theatre. The
McCann) stick out as an dustbowl need not be the vacuum
afterthought or a footnote? Why, it presently is. A grove of poplars
absurdity of absurdities, every day or magnolias would rest our eyes
on my way from Lyons from those bleak overpowering
quadrangle to McElroy do I have views of granite to the left of us,
to sidestep that hillside garden of granite to the right of us, and a
thickets? True, paths go to the soggy puddle beneath our feet
left and to the right, but this very which some poor manic dog is
fact gives way to frightful intent on guarding. An interesting

A BENCH SITS IN BOSTON: weary half of a lonely pair

indecision since I can't yet figure breezeway could be arranged in
which is the shorter. Why not the aforementioned gorge
single ashphalt swatch leading between McGuinn and Carney.
right into the dustbowl causeway? Access between the buildings in
As for the dustbowl, shall we cite inclement weather would be more
more than its name?And newest of pleasant, and a small intimate
the new, have you seen cavern of center of conversation could arise.
delights that lurks between Why not an outdoor snack bar
Carney and McGuinn? Occupied when season is in? And take that
by a perpect square of turf? goddamn insane fence down that
Hmmm?
sits along College Road. We're not
When I was a little shaver and going to be invaded. A string of

people would say "take it for
granted" I would think they'd be
saying "take it for granite". Little
did I realize that someday I'd have
to take it for both. But that is the
case. Into each one of these
buildings is inscribed an invisible
cornerstone: MAKE THE BEST
OF IT. So with the lack of even a
war to rebuild after, what avenues
of hope lie before us?
There is a seed of hope, that
venerable old American
institution that seems to have
gone totally, or nearly totally,
unnoticed by Boston College: the
Park Bench. There are a grand
total of two benches of any kind
on this campus. They are located
(on exhibition?) in the front
(rear?) of Devlin Hall and may be

porches could be arranged to run

along what once was the fence
and to overlook the gardens

occupying what once was the old
dustbowl. Ah, yes. And, oh,
benches benches everywhere.
I have been talking to a
contrator, and he tells me that a
30' by 30' patio in set concrete
with cast concrete seats, wired
and lighted comes to a modest
$6,000. A handful of these could
be arranged through a long range
fund and could be gradually built
after ample innovative planning.
With the present deficit on the
books, $60,000 a year deeper
would not make things much
redder. In fact, they'd make the
place much easier to bear while
we're paying the bills.
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A celestial cure for baseball's forebodings
Today, major league baseball is played by twenty-four different teams in four separate divisions. Once
upon a time, there were only two leagues each comprised &i eight teams making a grand total of sixteen
teams. Expansion has produced this new conglomeration. It seems each time a new city increases its
population to major league status, it builds a brand-nevjfstadium and clamors fol a tenant. If the present rate
of increase continues there will soon be too many team|, players, managers, umpires, and nicknames to keep
track of.
contuten*fTlT travel becoming more stream-lined and quicker, professional baseball miy yr
/»
spread overseas with dozens and dozens of new entries.
It would seem necessary/in players for this would causf them ballfcark, the playing area
order to ensure fan
, to
their birth frights. benefit no single t|am. With no
maintain abjure of quahty|play, Becan& there are only j|welv% fans! on hand thereWould be no
and prevent ovef-exhaustidh, to signs, there would be only twelvf honfe-croud advantage. The games
Umit the number of teanfs and teams, no more, no o two
woifd be televised back to earth.
keep them at this pre-deteimined of six teams each. Each ? team* For once, the fans would be able
level. The use of cities as team would play those of its division to enjoy the game without
designations must be ruled out twenty times for a hundred-game listening to hoardes of youngsters
since it would be impossible to season. There would be no screaming, with having to sit in
decide who deserves to be inter-league play. The regular the shade when it's cold or out in £
included and who ends up season would be over by Labor the sun when it's hot, and without 3
Day and then the World Series having to pay for over- priced!
without a franchise.
To make matters very simple, between the two first-place food.
and because astrology is a current finishers could begin.
Since the stars are determining
What would it look like if\
vogue, the twelve signs of the
Zodiac could be used. Each player the make-up of the rosters, the today's players were to be divided \
would play on a team according games should be played among up among the signs of the Zodiac
to his birthdate. This system the stars. Since the moon will be for this season? What would the
starting line up, the starting
would do away with such ready for colonization soon, a
time-consuming activities as moon stadium could be built
positions and three pitchers for
sdputing anal drafting young where all the games would be each team, be? Scanning the 1969,
there could be played. Since all players would rosters, the results would
n| trading or |fuying and selling of beco me^aceenlstoTßelf"to" online something like this:
i

""NlLr^

interest

forfeit

'

aJso

\
SPRING-SUMMER
CAMCER/

ARIES
IB Mike Epstein
2B Pete Rose
SS Jim Fregosi

I

)OF

Rap Sw«j§pda* m

>/ 3|tJ|j^ckerl
/^?yWood/

LEO

SCORPIO

OF Roberto Clemente
OF Frank Howard
C Gerry McNertney
P Don Drysdale
P Ray Culp
P Joe Horlen

SS Da/Money

3B Ken McMullen
OF Mary Rettenmund
OF ftou Brock

.

P Blue TMoon Odum
P Dean Qiance
P Jim
mmm** -

C Jake Gibbs
P Bob Gibson
P Mcl Stottlemyre
P Tom Seaver

SAGITTARIUS

1B Orlando Cepada
2B Bill Mazeroski
Tom Tresh
3B Tom Matchick
OF Ken Harrelson
OF Rico Carty

IB Bill Freehan
2B Dick McAuliffe

\SS
/

IB Norm Cash
2B Ed Spiezio
SS Tim Marring
3B Jim Ray Hart
OF Jay Johnstone
OF Rick Monday
OF Bob Tolan

SS Eddie Brinkman
3B Richie Hebner
OF Jim Northrup
OF Del Unser
OF Al Kaline
C Johnny Bench
P Luis Tiant
P Darold Knowles
P Ferguson Jenkins

OF Frank Robinson
C Tom Satriano

P Sam McDowell
P Chris Short
P Mickey Lilich

\
How would such a season wind
up? What teams would face each
other in the World Series? For the
answers consult a horoscope.

CAPRICORN
IB Willie McCovey
2B Jim Lefebvre
SS RubenAmara
Phil
JDFMalty Alou
TOFTurt Flood
OF Tony

\3B
%.

VIRGO

IB Duke Sims
2B Hoa/ce Clark

1

/

IB Boog Powell
2B Julian Javier
SS Felix Millan
3B Doug Rader
OF Carl Yastremski

P Mike Cuellal
P Bill Singer 1

C Rarldy Hundley

IB JoePeoitone;5
2B Rod Carew

C Joe Torre
P Al DoWrunLgy M&ak
P Sparky* Lylel|
Wr\
P Ron wks

TAURUS
1B Felipe Alou
2B Tommy F :Ims
SS Luis Apar ;io
3B Brooks R( binson
OF Bobby M ircer
OF Willie Mats
OF Reggie Ja ;kson
C John Rose! oro
P Gary Peters j

OF Ally Williams

%?/£&

IB Harihon
2B Mille
SS Dop Kes|p|el? §f
3B Ri|o Pe f" o
OF Deron JbhrKmjs
OF Tdny o|g&

Of' Tommy Davis
0# Reggie Smith
Vjfc Rusty Staub
C Bob Tillman
P Phil Niekro
P Jim Lonborg

FALL-WINTER

C

\P

\

V

Ehodjrfendrick\

\

\u25a0tiSt«ve Carleton
P Sonny Siebert

IB Ernie
3B Zoilo Versaill®

SS Dal Maxvill
3B Sal Band* # \u25a0
OF Hank Aaron
OF Paul Blair

1
I

??'

#\V

OF Don Buford
C Carl Taylor /
P Jim
P Joe
P Dave Leonhard

I

PISCES
1B Willie StargeU

2B Ron Hunt fl
SS Bert CampaMris

3B Ron Santol
OF Richie

I

Aulnl

OF Jim Wynnf
OF John Cafflsorf
C Gary

Kolbf

IP Denny MgLain I

fPPatJarvirf
|P Bob Looker 1

.
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Summer returns changed?
by Jimmy Sarni
Dick Summer has returned to Boston radio where his career began. He is now program manager and air
personalityfor WMEX,(1510).
poetry, introducing new ranging from, the Four Freshmen
Coming from New York, important albums,
and just merely to the Doors, from Tom Jones to
Summer made his first Hub talking to his listeners, Summer Jimi Hendrix, from Mama Cass to
appearance on WBZ in the early
appeared to have found his resting Janis Joplin. There are many LP
the
sixties. There he premiered on
Nite Lite Show, an all-night time
slot. There he developed a strong
following with his warm personal
appeal and his zany unique
activities on the air.
WBZ has always been a station
which mixed popular music and
lively personalities. During this
stage before WRKO made its
debut, WBZ was competing with
WMEX for the young audience.
Recalling Summer on his first
late-night show, one remembers
the Duke of Shrewsberry
compaign (he was the real
inventor of the sandwich), Irving
the Super Plant, Boy and Girl
Watcher cards, Personality Polls
(the Beatles won all but the Best
Female Vocalist category), and
the way he would finish off jokes
using record lyrics for the
punchline.
Communication with his
audience was evident from the
beginning. There were pop quizzes
and other discussions on the air.
He spoke of love also and.
discussed some love songs in
detail. Could you really leave
someone you really cared about
without a final goodbye as in
"Softly As I Leave You"? Could
you love another person for
pre-determined period of time as
in "We'll Sing In The Sunshine"?
Besides the late-night show,
Summer began to garnerexposure
during the day as other disc
jockeys would take their summer
vacations. In addition, he hosted a
Sunday night show, Dick Summer
Subway.

.

place.
But WBZ, in the hands of new
executives, decided to abandon
their regular programming.
Ratings showed that WHDH, an
easy-listening, sports-oriented,
adult-minded station, was on top
with WRKO in second place. Unable to compete with WRKO

,

cuts from the best-selling albums.
A lot of old records are played
also.
WMEX has scored some firsts
with their special braodcasts.
They played the entire recordings
of the Broadway play Hair and
the rock opera Tommy by the

Who.

They creatively entertwined
Henry Mancini's instrumental of
the love theme from Romeo and
Juliet with portions of the original
soundtrack which has the voices
of the actors. Then they featured
the entire album one Saturday
night. This exposure has given
many the stimulation to see this
magnificent, meaningful, moving
motion picture.
football.
Now restricted, Summer left
"The Ballad of John and Ono"
the station to accept a job at is being played on WMEX, making
WNEW-FM in his native New them one of a small minority of
York. This progressive station, AM stations to program a song
probably the most prestigous and which most station managers
powerful of its kind in the nation, thought was in bad taste. ("Christ,
played the type of music which we can't play this song.")
WMEX also found enough time
Summer had been championing.
to play an eighteen-minute,
Then late one night, on
WNEW-AM, Summer's voice could "hot-buttered soul" version of
"By The Time I Get To Phoenix"
be distinguished. He was now host
by
Isaac Hays.
of the Milkman's Matinee, a 12-6
Dick
Summer's own show is
AM endeavor. Here, on a station called "The
Lovin' Touch" as is
much like WBZ in its
heard
from 10 to 11 PM
nightly
programming, Summer continued
only a hour long but it is a
It's
until his return to Boston.
very special sixty minutes of
In New York, Summer had music. The songs are for those
been for the most part, restricted. who are in love, have been in love
He was able to sneak in a few or long to be in love. Summer
poems a night but little other incorporated his own works into
deviation from the playlist was the mood of the show.
allowed.
Today pure radio listening (the
So, eventually, Dick Summer AM dial anyway) is an
Here the infamous Boston returned to Boston in mid-May to anachronism. Radios are now like
Sound was born. Realizing the begin a radio renaissance at portable jukeboxes with the one
abundance of local talent, he gave WMEX, 1510, which brought you drawback that you can't choose
the Ultimate Spinach, Beacon such stars as Arnie "Woo Woo" the records you want played.
Street Union, and Orpheus air Ginesburg, Don Parker, Fenway, Automated disc jockeys spin the
Melvin X Melvin, and Larry same old records. Robots could
play and stimulated Justice, was now transformed.
easily take their place in the
over-speculation by recording
twenty-first century.
The new WMEX, under
companies such as MGM.
Summer is an unique
1967 saw Summer change time Summer's guidance, is called The personality. He communicates and
slots at WBZ. The station swayed Human Thing. It is attempting to shares with his audience. The
by the fact of his immense be a sort of human be-in for its good times. The bad times. Anger.
popularity, moved him into the personalities run wild and expose Sympathy. Joy. Old memories.
The Future happenings.
8-12 night show. Here, given his their feelings and beliefs
His is a warm,
of peace and love friendly
is
one
message
Summer
able
exposure,
best
was
concern for people; a
simple response to the technical
to program his own show more and protest.
freely than ever before.
Musically, WMEX is playing a complexity of an over-crowed,
Reading his own beautiful wide variety of songs from artists impersonal world.

WBZ went after WHDH.

They junked their Hit Parade,
and went to middle-of-the- road
music with some not-too-heavy
rock. They hired Joe Green and
his helicopter to give Boston the
best traffic reporting. And they
outbid WHDH for the Bruins and
Celtics to go along with the
Patroits and Boston College

.

SUM ERY SUMMERY SUMMERY SUMMERY SUMMERY SUM
The

highlights of Summer's

"Lovin' Touch" is the poetry of
the host. Each night Summer
reads one of his original, untitled
selections against a background of
suitable instrumental material
ranging from such artists as Spirit

He believes in the desire for
love and the need for marriage: In
In order to live and understand
and continue
We must form a group of two
His is a chivalrous love. She is
not called "baby" but referred to
as "my sweet lady". His love is full
and everlasting; it is "outrageous".
Love should be earth warm and

to Stone Poneys to the Mystic
Moods Orchestra. The poem is
usually placed between a pair of
records to establish a continuing
soft:
moodof theme.
Are you pony-muzzle soft
Summer's thoughts are simple
where your body breaths
but profound. They celebrate the
your soul?
beauty and meaning of love while
Love does not necessarily have
asking of the existence and
to be noisy either:
purpose of man and his world.
This quiet may be love's food
The poems are vivid,
and drink
emotional, and sensuous. Unique
Sounds
are all made by things
similes paint word-pictures for the
that break, rust, and die
attentive imagination. Summer's
But quiet just was before
concerned, sensative, and familiar
anything
voice adds to the dimension of the
And
will outlast even God's
spell.
sigh

last

Summer knows the misery of
love gone wrong or an unfilled
affair:
Now our signals are apart
Like roads to the beach that
seem out of place in the
winter
Summer has a special power of

description:
The sky sultan unwinds
His tumbling sword splattering
into a mist of silent midnight sliver
Against sandy cliffs, tinseling
pine
Mirrowing your shadow in the
fine wet sand
A succinct summary of the
poet would have to come from
what most peoplebeleive to be his

finest creation:
But in the chill time of dawn

You are a nylon-voicedguitar
Chording with me

Tumble warm and soft

Remember when they had to change the lines to "Rhapsody in the.
Rain" and "Double Shot" so that AM radio could play these songs.
Remember when "Backstreet Girl" wasn't allowed on the air too.
The times have changed:

I went down to 42nd street
Thought I'd get a bite to eat
I saw a girl I'd like to meet
Youknow she sure looked good
Told me that her heart was broken
Asked me what I was smoking
All I had was an old bus token
Yes I would
She cried a tear
And said she was alone
Would I be so good
To accompany her home
Here I go, yeah
But everybody knows Matilda
Everybody Knows Matilda
Ain't no life for a young girl
All alone in.the great big world
Matilda
Took me to a shack on the edge of town
All the shades were pulled and drawn
Nobody not a soul around
She smiled at me
Fixed the drinks and I fixed my head
Drank it down, made me feel like lead
When I asked her where was the bed
She said I'd see
She pulled me close, now what was I to do
My head was spinning
She said take off your shoes
And I agreed, yeah
But everybody knows Matilda
Everybody knows Matilda
Ain't no life for a young girl
All alone in the great big world

Matilda

Heard a heavy knock upon the door
Scared me so bad I fell on the floor
Heard a voice and it sounded sore

Said "le'me in"

Turned and said her boy friend had a gun
"Sorry baby, but you have to run"
But I was gone before she was done
I left my skin
Went through the window as the door came tumbling down
Didn't even say goodbye,I was homewardbound
You just can't win, no
Now everybody knows Matilda
Everybody knows Matilda
Ain't no life for a young girl
All alone in the great big world

.

..

Friday, July 25, 1969

A telephone talk forum for sports
"Calling All Sports", a ninety
minute program covering all
sports activities madeits debut on
WBZ Radio/Tuesday, July 15.The
program will be every evening,
Tuesday through Friday from
6:30 PM to 8:00 PM, and on
Saturday from 7:00 Host Guy
Mainella answers telephone
questions about any sport and
interviews in studio guests,
including sports stars, writers and
fans. Mainella has been providing
sports reports and commentary
during the 5:00 PM and 6:00 PM
WBZ Radio newscasts. His
knowledge of the games, easy
rapport with the big names in
sports and good humored

Now see
Sports
I. When Roger Maris hit his
record 61 home-runs, how many
did his teammate Mickey Mantle
clout?
2. Who said "We are grown
men playing at a child's game"?
3. Who was the last All-Star
second baseman from the Red
Sox?
4. What position did Ernie
Banks play with the Cubs in his
earlier days?
5. Bobby Fischer is a renowned
player.
6. Entertainer Bob Hope is
part-owner of what sports team?
7. The Chicago basketball
entry in the NBA had two
previous nicknames before
becoming the Bulls. What were
they?
8. What musical instrument do
you associate with Phil Linz?
9. The Boston Patriots under
Mike Holovak and the Dallas
Cowboys under Tom Landry have
in the past employed a quaterback
shuttle system in which they
alternated a pair of men. Who
were the players involved on these
teams?
10. Who won the last All-Star
game played at Fenway Park?
11. Who was reffered to as
"Topper" on the Bruins?
12. Who made the infamous
blindside tackle on Frank

Gifford?
13.

What

sportscaster
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The Heights

was

approach to many sports "sacred Garden and traveled with the
cows" has won a large following Bruins and the Celtics during the
Playoffs. His sportscasts were the
for Mainella sports casts.
WBZ's new sports show host only programs of their kind which
covered the Milwaukee Braves consistently provided dressing
during their pennant winning days room interviews and special
of 2957 and 2958. He reported on feature material.
"Calling All Sports" marks
the progress of the Green Bay
Packers during the Lombardi era. another step in WBZ Radio's
In Chicago, Mainella was assigned expanded sports coverage. This
to the National Basketball fall the station will carry Celtics,
Association Chicago Bulls when Bruins, Patriots, and Boston
College play by play broadcasts.
they debuted in that city.
In addition to his sportscast at Veteran sports caster Johnny
WBZ, Mainella provided color Most has his own sports show on
commentary for the station's WBZ at 4:30 and 5:30 pm daily.
coverage of the National And The Dick Williams Show
Invitational Basketball entertains and informs baseball
tournament at Madison Square fans every Monday at 6:30 PM.

Jimmy Sarni
Mets not made of green cheese

Man has reached the moon. He has actually set foot on alien earth.
Most people believed it would happen someday, but the actual wonder
of seeing this momentous achievement occur now is somewhat startling.
Today the New York Mets are reaching for a National League flag.
Many people expected this eventual reality too, except that theyfelt it
would be another century or so before it would happen. But it is
happening now.
The Mets, at the All-Star break, are in hot pursuit of the Chicago
Cubs in the National League East. The St. Louis Cardinals, who
captured the first two pennants and were heavy pre-season favorites to
continue their domination, are gaining momentum and should make it a
three-way fight.
For Met fans, the 1969 season has been unreal. The past history of
then ballclub has been a constant progression of mediocrity. The Mets
have been the laughing stock of the sports world since their origin in
1962. They were so bad that one could not help but fall in love with
them.
George Weiss, who had guided the Yankees to ten pennants and
seven World Series victories in twelve years, was chosen as the first
general manager of the New York franchise. He succeeded at every
venture except the important matter of establishing a quality baseball
tean. The original Mets drafted were experienced, but aging veterans
with little active service left to render.
Casey Stengal, retired by the Yankees at age 71, became the first
manager. The talent he had to work with was minimal.
That fust team lost their first four games, put together a 17-game
losing streak, and finally wound up with 120 defeats. They were termed
the "worst baseball team ever" and no one cared to disagree.
During their first two years, the Mets played in the old Polo
Grounds, which is a terrible place to watch a game. But it was a beloved
ball park and so were the Mets. In New York, rooting for the Mets was
the thing to do. The first year it was a novelty, a carnival. The second
year the fans came to see good baseball. They took pride when their
heroes resembled major leaguers. When Roger Craig (2-20) broke a
personal 18-game losing streak, the faithful flocked onto the field in
their ecstasy.
Shea Stadium in Flushing Meadows opened in 1964 and the Mets
had a new home. But they continued in their familiar spot in the
standings-dead last. Through 1965, the Mets in their first four years
lsot 452 games.
Wes Westrum became the second Met manager in 1966. They
responded by escaping the cellar and once, after two games, played
.500 ball. For once there was some promise amid the ineptitude.
Gil Hodges came on to manage the squad in 1968. Jerry Koosman
noted for saying "Three and two,
4. Who sang "This Time"?
was Rookie of the Year. Tommy Agee was acquired from the White
the big one's due"?
5. What was the flip side of Sox. Although there were signs of dismal failure (the 24-inning loss to
14. Where did Princeton star "His Latest Flame" by Elvis
the Astros), one could notice a new pride surfacing. These Mets finished
Bill Bradley continue his Presley?
a 73-89 record and for thefirst time in their history were less than
with
education?
6. What song did Kokomo do?
games
25
behind the leader. This was a milestone.
15. Who did Juan Marichal go
7. Who sang "Sleep"?
after with a bat in the famous
8. From what movie did
This year with split divisions the Mets can no longer wind up in
bat-swinging incident?
Connie Francis sing the title song?
ninth or tenth place. They have a very respectable chance to win their
16. What college coach ended
9. What was the name of the
division. In two current series with division-leading Chicago, the Mets
his career with a story-book poor soul who was unable to get
both confrontations.
won
truimph in the 1965 NIT?
off the MTA in the song by the
To
win the Mets' strong pitching must come through. Two starters,
17. Where did Stu Miller play Kingston Trio?
journeying
before
to Baltimore?
10. Who wrote "This Diamond Koosman and Seaver, were second and seventh in ER as of July 13.
18. What nicknames did Ring"for Gary Lewis and the Their third starter, Rookie Gary Gentry, was considered the best rookie
Johnny Most tag on this Celtics: Playboys?
pitcher in Florida this spring.
A. Clyde Loveliette
11. Who was the "bravest of
In 1968, the Mets were last in hitting at .228. Today they are hitting
B. Jim Loscutoff
them all"?
Although this is still twenty points below the Cubs it may be
.244.
C. Frank Ramsay
12. Who sang "Laugh,
D. Bob Cousy
enough. The leading hitter is Cleon Jones, all-star left-fielder. He leads
Laugh"?
19. The last Giants-Yankees
13. In the Stones' "Play With the Mets in almost all categories from runs to doubles to stolen bases.
World Series ended on a line drive Fire", the mother, who was an
He is hitting nearly .350 already and should wind up driving in close to
off the bat of
hieress, owned a block in
into the glove of
14. Who sang "I'm Henry the a hundred runs.
Other keys this year have been Tommy Agee, Al Weis, and Art
20. Who is sports columnist VIII, I Am"?
15. Who sang "The Wedding"? Shamsky. Agee is now playing like his potential, suggested when he was
Jim Murray referring to in the
16. Who first recorded "By with Chicago. He leads the team in homers and is third in batting. Al
following paragraph:
"The closest he ever got to the The Time I Get To Phoenix"?
Weis, also a White Sox castoff, is the utility infielder who has beaten
world's foremost Arabian
17. Who wrote "Urge For
out injured Bud Harrelson for the starting shortstop job. Art Shamsky,
fistfighter was the weigh-in. When Going"?
he didn't hit him then he was
18. How many people who had not played much, is currently hitting cleanup, batting .340,
and winning ball games.
comprised
US Bonds?
volunteering for an evening of
catching. He should have worn a
19. Who did "Finger-Popping
It was said that the best thing one could say of the Mets bench is
Time"?
catcher's mitt on his face."
that it was made of wood. But manager Hodges has not depended on
20. What musical question did
eight regulars this season. He has maneuvered many players into the
Lonnie Donegan pose?
21. What was the follow-up to lineup to gain the best results. With Ron Swoboda, Dorm Clendenon,
Bud Harrelson, and Ed Charles not in the current startin lineup, the
Name, in order, the selections "Runaway"by Del Shannon?
on the album Meet the Beatles.
22. Singer-songwriters Paul Mets have good reserves waiting in the wings.
2. What instrumental did Simon, Rod McKuen, and Jimmy
On the final weekend of the regular season, the Cubs and the Mets
Webb each have a fondness for a
Preston Epps make famous?
will meet. Mark it down on your calendar with the same pen you used
3. What dance did Chubby certain girl's name in their works.
to jot down July 20. You may be able to enjoy that same unique
Checker originate after the Twist Name the three girls.
feeling of ecstatic excitement and profound disbelief once again.
lost its popuarilty?

if you remember this
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The Heights

Expanded Alumni Stadium
could keen Pats in Hub

by Dick Newman
year
League
Last
the American Football
set an attendance record, attracting 2,635,538 fans. And even
though the AFL is still considered a minor league by a few, everyone of those fans sat (or stood) in a genuine
stadium. It may not have been a football stadium (six of the ten AFL clubs use baseball parks), but
nevertheless it was an enclosure with ushers tearing tickets at the gate, men selling programs, andkids selling
hot dogs and cold coffee, surrounding the prescribed 360 x 160 foot plot of grass.
Even the Boston Patriots had confident of attracting crowds
Half of Alumni Stadium
such a place: Fenway Park. large/ than 26,000 with their new appears impossible to expand. The
Hardly the ideal football stadium, head coach. Visiting teams are roads between the stadium and
of Fenway's 42,000 seats for also less than enthusiastic about Roberts and McHugh would have
football, too many face at bad playing at BC because their share to be severly narrowed or
angles and too few are at the of the gatereceipts will be limited eliminated were the stadium
fifty-yard line. But it was a by the seating capacity.
expanded to the South and West.
stadium.
stands, on the
BC is, however, a good place to The North and East
Thanks to baseball's new
other
could
be
conceivably
hand,
There
is
ways.
more
play in many
system of divisional play which
at either more than doubled with little
there
parking
than
is
has extended the season well into Fenway or Harvard.
Public technical difficulty. All press
October, the Patriots will no
available
to all facilities could be moved to the
transportation
is
longer have to endure the
the city by trolley, bus, West stands, allowing the East
problems at the Fens. In gratitude parts of
eventually
and
by rapid transit stands to be expanded for the
to the inaction of the Great and
when the Riverside line is maximum number of seats
General Court there is no new
possible. The press box would
stadium now or in the foreseeable converted. In addition, BC is an have to be improved, and no
future. And thanks to the Havard attractive site, well removed from doubt WBZ, which broadcasts
Corporation's reluctance, the Pats the foul air of the downtown both Patriots and BC football,
will not be playing in Harvard's areas. Finally, BC is willing to would have a hand in that.
50,000 seat horseshoe. In short, make its facilities available to the
From the viewpoint of cost, in
Patriots.
no big stadium for the Patriots.
What site remains? Only BC's
Alumni Stadium where the
Patriots have previously played,
and will play an exhibition game
in August.
Unfortunately BC's stadium
seats only 26,000, barely half the
50,000 seat minimum size
necessary to keep the team in
Boston. The Patriots have been
reluctant to commit themselves to
playing at BC because they are

The only drawback is seating
capacity, a problem the Patriots
could solve if they wanted to.
They may well want to. The
Patriots can not afford to build
their own stadium. But they could
afford to expand Alumni Stadium
to 45,000 seats. The situation is
so gloomy now that it seems
expanding BC is the only
alternative there is to moving the
franchise.

addition to the argument that the

Patriots can not afford to spend
money on a stadium, it is obvious

that this is the least expensive
project that could be undertaken.
Alumni Stadium is hardly
glamorous. The seats are cheap:
wooden planks with steel frame.
The land is owned by a tax free
corporation which would willingly
accept the "gift" of 20,000 extra
seats. (Maybe Mr. Yukica could
fill them too.) The land itself is in
Boston, so there is no fear of
intervention by Newton's zoning
laws and height restrictions.
The Patriots were not opposed
to a stadium tax added to the

selling price of a ticket when it
was discussed for the new
stadium, so perhaps they could
add a 50-cent fee to each ticket to
redeem the cost of the expansion.
In addition, a $1.00 parking fee
would bring several thousand
dollars in additional funds each
game to pay for the work.

what it was all about

by John O'Neill
For those curious souls who have observed with wonder the daily
invasion of our campus by young, noisy, and excited girls and boys of
all shapes and sizes, the explanation lies in the name National Sports
Youth Program. This is a project, still in the experimental stage,
sponsored by the National Collegiate Atheletic Association. In
conjunction with the federal government, the program aims to help
underpriviledged children and kids in general living in crowded city
areas to beat the summertime blues through engagement in organized
sporting events, in a different and hopefully more pleasant environment
than they might normally face.
something and managers for many
Bill Flynn, the Eagles' athletic of the games. Likewise getting
director, is the man who has had into the act is the present

Although a 45,000 seat
expanded Alumni Stadium is not
the new stadium every sports fan
dreams of, it would be a stop-gap
measure to appease Pete Rozelle
and the other football clubs by
guaranteeing them a reasonable
fee for the trip to Boston. Maybe
there will be a new stadium, but
it's at least ten years away. And
the difference between 26,000
and 45,000 seats over a ten year
period would buy a lot of red,
to coordinate BC's participation
white, and blue uniforms.
in this program which is a great
example of how a university, by
extending its time and facilities,
can better serve the surrounding
communities. Other nearby
college with similar projects this
summer are BU, Boston State, and

Northeartern.

The everyday operations on
our campus come unde the
direction of John "Snooks"
Kelley, hockey coach and a
veritable BC institution in himself.
Also head coaches Joe Yukica
(football), Chuck Daly
(basketball), and track coach Bill
Gilligan along with theirassistants
are present to instruct the
youngsters in technical aspects of
their specialities as well as to
supervise actual games.

Football players Frank "Red"
Harris, Fred Willis, and Bill
Thomas play duel roles?models
for how to do or not to do

undergraduate student body
president, Joe Fitzpatrick, who
along with others tries, and
surprisingly enough fairly
successfully, to make order out of
a situation alive with boisterous
confusion.
There are somewhere between
400 to 500 boys and girls from
various Boston neighborhoods
who have been bused five days a
week to and from the BC campus
arriving around 9 A.M. and
departing at approximately 4 P.M.
Most athletic facilities have been
placed at their disposal iwth
McHugh Forum, Roberts Center,
Alumni Stadium, and even the
tennis courts?where portable
basketball nets have been set
up-looking like battlefields in a
new Children's Crusade.
Hopefully the kids have been the
victors in this campaign which
unfortunately draws to a close

this week.

